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Abstract
Bayesian Optimization (BO) is a common ap-
proach for hyperparameter optimization (HPO)
in automated machine learning. Although it is
well-accepted that HPO is crucial to obtain well-
performing machine learning models, tuning BO’s
own hyperparameters is often neglected. In this pa-
per, we empirically study the impact of optimizing
BO’s own hyperparameters and the transferability
of the found settings using a wide range of bench-
marks, including artificial functions, HPO and HPO
combined with neural architecture search. In par-
ticular, we show (i) that tuning can improve the
any-time performance of different BO approaches,
that optimized BO settings also perform well (ii) on
similar problems and (iii) partially even on prob-
lems from other problem families, and (iv) which
BO hyperparameters are most important.
1 Introduction
Due to its sample efficiency, Bayesian Optimization (BO) is
a popular approach for optimizing the hyperparameters of
machine learning algorithms [Snoek et al., 2012; Bergstra
et al., 2013; Thornton et al., 2013; Feurer et al., 2015;
Jin et al., 2018; Shahriari et al., 2016; Feurer and Hutter,
2019]. Treating the validation loss of trained machine learn-
ing models as a black box function f , we can formulate the
hyperparameter optimization problem as:
x∗ ∈ arg min
x∈X
f(x) (1)
where X is space of possible configurations x.
Although the community is aware of the necessity of hy-
perparameter optimization (HPO) for machine learning algo-
rithms, the impact of BO’s own hyperparameters is not re-
ported in most BO papers. On top of this, new BO approaches
(and implicitly their hyperparameters) are often developed on
cheap-to-evaluate artificial functions and then evaluated on
real benchmarks. Although we acknowledge that this is a
reasonable protocol to prevent over-engineering on the target
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function family (here for example HPO benchmarks of ma-
chine learning algorithms), we believe that it is important to
study whether this practice is indeed well-founded.
We emphasize that this paper considers HPO on two lev-
els as shown in Figure 1: (i) HPO of machine learning algo-
rithms, which we consider as our target function (Target BO)
and (ii) optimization of the target-BO’s own choices using a
meta-optimizer.
In particular, we study several research questions related to
the meta-optimization problem of BO’s hyperparameters:
1. How large is the impact of tuning BO’s own hyperpa-
rameters if one was allowed to tune these on each func-
tion independently?
2. How well does the performance of an optimized config-
uration of the target-BO generalize to similar new func-
tions from the same family?
3. How well does the performance of an optimized con-
figuration of the target-BO generalize to new functions
from different families?
4. Which hyperparameters of the target-BO are actually
important on the benchmarks considered and how does
their best setting depend on the benchmark family being
considered?
To answer these questions, we ran extensive empirical
studies on different function families, including commonly
used artificial functions, hyperparameter optimization on
Support Vector Machines (SVMs), and hyperparameter op-
timization and architecture search for (small-scale) deep neu-
ral networks. Since applying BO for HPO is already ex-
pensive, meta-optimization of BO’s hyperparameters can eas-
ily become infeasible. Therefore, we surrogate HPO bench-
marks [Eggensperger et al., 2015; Eggensperger et al., 2018],
as recently widely adopted in the BO-community [Falkner et
al., 2018; Perrone et al., 2018; Probst et al., 2019].
2 Background: Bayesian Optimization
Bayesian Optimization (BO) aims to minimize the number
of function evaluations required to minimize black box func-
tion. To this end, a predictive model fˆ is trained on all
pairs 〈x, f(x)〉 of points observed so far to estimate the un-
known function f . Gaussian Processes (GPs) are a com-
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Figure 1: Using a meta-optimizer to optimize the hyperparameters of a target Bayesian Optimization system, where f is the target function,
s and λ are a random seed and the hyperparameters of the target-BO.
Algorithm 1: Bayesian Optimization (BO)
Input : Search Space X , black box function f ,
acquisition function α, maximal number of
function evaluations m
1 D0← initial design(X );
2 for n = 1, 2, . . .m− |D0| do
3 fˆ ← fit predictive model on Dn−1;
4 select xn by optimizing
xn ∈ arg maxx∈X α(x;Dn−1, fˆ);
5 Query yn := f(xn);
6 Add observation to data Dn := Dn−1 ∪ {〈xn, yn〉};
7 return Best seen x
mon choice to model fˆ , due to their closed-form tractabil-
ity and their well-calibrated uncertainty estimates. Alterna-
tives to GPs include random forests (RFs) [Hutter et al.,
2011] and artificial neural networks [Snoek et al., 2015;
Springenberg et al., 2016; Perrone et al., 2018]; however,
these are rare since obtaining efficient out-of-the-box uncer-
tainty estimates in DNNs is still a topic of ongoing research.
Bayesian Optimization is shown in Algorithm 1. It starts
with using an initial design to sample the search space X .
In the simplest case, this can be a single, randomly drawn
point x0 and its corresponding function value f(x0). The
initial design gives rise to initial observation data D0 :=
{〈xi, f(xi)〉}i. Given the remaining budget of function eval-
uations (or other budgets such as time constraints), BO iter-
ates the following three steps: (i) it fits a probabilistic model fˆ
(typically a GP) to the previous observations Dn−1, (ii) it op-
timizes an acquisition function α, trading off exploration and
exploitation, to select the next point xn, (iii) it queries xn to
obtain f(xn) and adds it to Dn−1. In the end, the algorithm
typically returns the best seen x, the so-called incumbent.1
To select the next point in each iteration, different acqui-
sition functions can be optimized. A well known acquisition
function is the expected improvement (EI) criterion [Mockus
et al., 1978]. An advantage of EI is that it has a closed-form
solution making it efficient to compute:
1We note, that there are BO variants, for example when using
entropy search [Hennig and Schuler, 2012], that return an incumbent
based on the predictive model fˆ rather than Dn.
E[I(x)] = E[max{0, f∗ − f(x)}]
= σx · [u · Φ(u) + φ(u)] (2)
where u := f
∗−µx
σx
, µx and σx are the mean and vari-
ance predicted by fˆ , f∗ is the best function value observed
so far, and φ and Φ are the PDF and CDF of a normal
distribution, resp. For an overview on BO and other ac-
quisition functions, we refer the interested reader to recent
overview papers [Brochu et al., 2010; Shahriari et al., 2016;
Frazier, 2018].
3 Related Work
Already Jones et al. [1998] pointed out that the performance
of global optimization algorithms can be improved by con-
sidering several design decisions; for example, they recom-
mended to use different transformations of the response val-
ues to improve the performance of BO. Similar studies for
example by Brockhoff et al. [2015] and Morar et al. [2017]
evaluated the impact of the initial design, while Picheny et
al. [2013] evaluated different acquisition functions for noisy
benchmark problems.
Snoek et al. [2015] used HPO to tune the architecture of
the DNN in their DNGO approach, but they did not report
the impact of their HPO and on which functions they exactly
evaluated it. Given the importance of a good DNN archi-
tecture and its hyperparameter configuration, we expect that
their HPO was crucial to achieve good performance.
Dang et al. [2017] performed a study similar to ours, but
they studied how well surrogate benchmarks can be used for
meta-tuning the algorithm configurator irace. In contrast to
Dang et al, we focus here on BO and the problem of gener-
alization of tuned BO configurations to other functions. Fur-
thermore, we do not claim that surrogate benchmarks are a
perfect replacement for real benchmarks functions, but we
use them to approximate real-world problem with different
surfaces to better understand the tunability of BO.
Slightly related to our study here are also recent efforts of
automating design decisions of BO [Hoffman et al., 2011;
Grosse et al., 2012; Duvenaud et al., 2014; Malkomes et al.,
2016], most of the time related to better predictive models.
For example, Malkomes and Garnett [2018] proposed to use
BO inside of the BO algorithm to improve the quality of the
predictive model. Our work is orthogonal to theirs since they
aim to locally improve the performance of a BO algorithm
whereas we try to provide insights on the impact of BO’s own
hyperparameters.
4 Hyperparameter Optimization for
Bayesian Optimization
To optimize the hyperparameters of the target-BO, we first
need to define the loss metric to be optimized by the meta-
optimizer. Because hitting the optimum as accurately as pos-
sible is important in many BO applications, we consider log-
regret to the actual optimum of the target function. Although
the optimum is not known in many applications, for the sake
of our empirical study we assume that the optimum is given
for the functions we used for training. The target-BO does
not have access to the optimum and can only observe f(x);
the log-regret is only used for the meta-optimizer.
Another important characteristic of BO is a good anytime
performance. Work on learning to learn [Chen et al., 2017]
and learning to optimize [Li and Malik, 2017] has shown
that the performance over time yields a stronger signal than
only considering the end point of an optimization trajectory.
Therefore, we consider the log-regret averaged over time.
We also take into account that a robust BO approach should
not only perform well on a single function, but at least on a
family of similar functions, e.g., optimizing the hyperparam-
eters of one algorithm on different datasets. Therefore, we
are interested in optimizing the loss in expectation over a dis-
tribution of functions.
This leads us to the following meta-loss of our target-BO
optimized by the meta-optimizer:
L(λ) = Ef∼F
[
1
T
T∑
t=1
min
xˆ∈x(λ)1:t
log (f(xˆ)− f(x∗))
]
(3)
where F is a distribution over functions f , x∗ is the op-
timum of f , T is the budget of allowed function evaluations
and λ is a hyperparameter configuration of the target-BO used
to obtain a sequence of samples x1:t (one for each time step).2
4.1 Meta-Optimization
Our meta-optimization problem itself is a hyperparameter op-
timization problem. A straightforward approach would be to
apply BO as meta-optimizer to tune the target-BO [Snoek et
al., 2015]. However, since we are interested in a configura-
tion λ∗ that performs well across a set of functions, we would
need to evaluate the target-BO for each configuration λ on all
functions (if we can assume that we approximate the distribu-
tion of functions by a finite set of functions). Even if the tar-
get functions would be fairly cheap (e.g., artificial functions
such as Branin), the meta-optimization would be very expen-
sive because of the overhead induced by BO, i.e., predictive
model training and acquisition function optimization.
To efficiently optimize our loss L(λ), we use approaches
from algorithm configuration. As recently argued by
Eggensperger et al. [2018], algorithm configuration is a vari-
ant of hyperparameter optimization. Algorithm configura-
tion aims to minimize an algorithm’s cost c(λ, pi) w.r.t. a
2In practice, we also take randomness of the BO algorithm into
account, but omit averaging over multiple seeds to not clutter nota-
tion.
hyperparameter configuration λ across a set of so-called in-
stances pi ∼ Π:
λ∗ ∈ arg min
λ∈Λ
Epi∼Π [c(λ, pi)] (4)
By instantiating instances pi with functions f , we can di-
rectly apply this formulation to attack our optimization prob-
lem given in Equation 3.
4.2 Hyperparameters in Bayesian Optimization
Bayesian Optimization has many hyperparameters and de-
sign options. These include but are not limited to: the
initial design (e.g., a Sobol sequence [Snoek et al., 2012],
random points [Hutter et al., 2011], or latin-hypercube
design [Brockhoff et al., 2015]), the acquisition function
(e.g., probability of improvement [Kushner, 1964], expected
improvement [Mockus et al., 1978] or upper confidence
bounds [Srinivas et al., 2010]), transformations of function
value observations [Jones et al., 1998], the predictive model
and its hyperparameters (e.g., GPs or RFs [Hutter et al.,
2011]), and sometimes even interleaved random sampling is
used [Bull, 2011; Hutter et al., 2011; Ahmed et al., 2016].
Based on these design options, we created three design
spaces. To allow for a comprehensive and still manage-
able study, each of these spaces includes exactly one predic-
tive model family and its hyperparameters: GP with max-
imum likelihood (GP-ML) [Jones et al., 1998], with maxi-
mum a posteriori (GP-MAP) [Snoek et al., 2012] and ran-
dom forests (RF) [Hutter et al., 2011]. Although random
forests are much less commonly used compared to GPs for
BO, we included them here to study a complementary ap-
proach. Our BO-implementation and its default settings are
inspired by the BO-tools Spearmint [Snoek et al., 2012],
RoBO [Klein et al., 2017], GpyOpt [The GPyOpt authors,
2016] and SMAC [Hutter et al., 2011]. We note that all
our models can handle continuous, categorical and condi-
tional search spaces either natively (RF) or by using special-
ized kernels (GP) [Le´vesque et al., 2017]. All three design
spaces cover the initial design, the acquisition function, func-
tion value transformations and interleaved random sampling.3
5 Experiments
We now discuss the results of studying the research questions
presented in Section 1.
5.1 Experimental Setup
As function families, we chose three different, but fairly typ-
ical benchmarks for BO, see Table 1 First, we used com-
monly used artificial functions, including Branin or Hart-
3Although we cover quite many design options giving rise to
hyperparameter spaces with 15 to 24 hyperparameters, there are
many more options which could be included, e.g., other predictive
models [Snoek et al., 2015; Springenberg et al., 2016; Perrone et
al., 2018], other acquisition functions [Hennig and Schuler, 2012;
Herna´ndez-Lobato et al., 2014; Wu and Frazier, 2016] or how to op-
timize the acquisition function itself. To have a manageable meta-
optimization problem which still allows insights, we focused here
on only some BO approaches.
Family #Functions #Cont. #Cat. Conditionals Ref.
Artificial functions 10 2− 6 0 × –
HPO SVM 10 3 1 X [Ku¨hn et al., 2018]
HPO+NAS ParamNet 6 6 0 × [Falkner et al., 2018]
Table 1: Benchmarks from HPOlib with the family name, the number of benchmarks in each family, the number of continuous hyperparam-
eters, the number of categorical hyperparameters, whether conditional dependencies between hyperparameters exist and a reference.
mann3. These functions are continuous and have 2 to 6 di-
mensions. Second, we used benchmarks from an experimen-
tal study by Ku¨hn et al. [2018] for optimizing the hyperpa-
rameters of SVMs on 10 different datasets from OpenML.
In contrast to the artificial functions, there is one categorical
hyperparameter for choosing the kernel and two of the con-
tinuous hyperparameters are only active based on the chosen
kernel. Third, we used benchmarks for optimizing small neu-
ral networks (including their architecture size, dropout rate,
batchsize and learning rate). The latter two benchmarks are
surrogate benchmarks [Eggensperger et al., 2015] and thus
we can fairly well approximate their optima.
We ran all benchmarks on a high-performance cluster
equipped with Intel Xeon E5-2630v4 processors and 128GB
RAM. We let the target-BO evaluate 100 function evaluations
to obtain a loss value for the meta-optimizer. As a meta-
optimizer we chose to use SMACv3 [Lindauer et al., 2017]
and used a maximum runtime of 2 days to ensure that the
meta-optimization can collect sufficient amounts of data. We
ran the meta-optimizer 20 times with different random seeds
whereas the first 10 runs used the standard SMAC mode and
the second 10 runs used the random sampling of SMAC. We
validated the best target-BO configuration found overall4, by
running it again on each function 20 times with different ran-
dom seeds. In the following, we report aggregated results
across all functions in a family.
5.2 Q1: Impact of Hyperparameter Optimization
for Bayesian Optimization
Table 2 shows the results for each function family and each
predictive model family. To discuss the impact of hyper-
parameter optimization on BO’s own hyperparameters, we
compare columns ”DEF” (the default hyperparameter con-
figuration; see Section 4.2), ”LOFO” (tuning jointly on all
except one function from the family under consideration) ,
”ALL” (tuning jointly on all functions of the family under
consideration) and ”IND” (tuning the target-BO on each func-
tion independently). For each combination of function fam-
ily, tuning setup and model, the performance of the tuned
target-BO (”IND”) improved substantially over the default-
BO (”DEF”), showing the importance of tuning BO’s own
hyperparameters. We also observe slightly different rankings
comparing models before and after tuning, which underlines
the importance of tuning for fair comparisons of approaches.
Furthermore, we studied the sampling behavior of the BO
approaches in detail, see Figure 2. On the well known bench-
4We note that we can only do that because we do not compare
meta-optimization approaches, but we are solely interested in the
potential peak performance of the target-BO.
mark function Branin, we can observe that all default con-
figurations do far too much exploration by covering a lot of
the space. However, the tuned configurations are much more
greedy and exploit one of the optima much better. Since
Branin has no local optima, this is an efficient strategy.5
5.3 Q2: Generalization within Benchmark
Families
To study generalization within a benchmark family, we
run our meta-optimizer in a leave-one-function-out (LOFO)
scheme, i.e., tuning the target BO on n−1 functions and eval-
uating it on the remaining one. The comparison of columns
”DEF” and ”LOFO” in Table 2 shows that it is indeed pos-
sible to tune BO’s own hyperparameter on similar functions
from the same function family. In 5 out of 9 cases, the per-
formance is significantly better than the default settings, but
a bit worse than tuning on all functions from the same fam-
ily (”ALL”) or on each function independently (”IND”). The
latter also shows that tuning on each function comes with the
risk of over-tuning a BO approach to a single function.
5.4 Q3: Generalization to New Benchmark
Families
In Table 3, we show how well a tuned target-BO configura-
tion performs on a different function family. We note that all
our three function families are similar to some degree. The
artificial functions and the ParamNet families are both low-
dimensional, continuous functions; however, the ParamNet
functions have a much smaller range of possible function val-
ues. Although the SVM family also has only a few dimen-
sions, it is the only family (we considered) that has a categor-
ical hyperparameter and conditional dependencies.
To our surprise, out-of-family tuning led to much better re-
sults than we expected. Most results are better than the default
performance (as shown in Table 2). However, some results
related to the SVM benchmarks show some potential issues
for generalizing to new benchmark families, since it is our
only family with categorical hyperparameters. Nevertheless,
the results also show that the performance often drops signif-
icantly (although not always substantially) compared to op-
timizing on the same benchmark family. In some few cases,
tuning on a different family actually led to a slightly better
performance than tuning on the original family, e.g., tuning
the GP-MAP on the SVM functions and applying the tuned
5We note that the successful greedy optimization of Branin also
shows that Branin is not well-suited for studying global optimiza-
tion, although Branin is a very common benchmark function in the
BO-community.
Figure 2: Sampling behavior of BO with GP-MAP (left) and RF (right) on the function Branin, including the samples of the default configu-
rations (”DEF”) and the tuned incumbent configurations (”INC”). The final log-regret is shown in the legend.
DEF LOFO ALL IND DEF LOFO ALL IND DEF LOFO ALL IND
RF GP-ML GP-MAP
artificial −0.19 −0.95 −1.52 −2.44 −2.35 −2.50 −2.80 −3.40 −2.41 −2.43 −2.88 −3.73
SVM −2.65 −2.73 −2.91 −3.22 −2.90 −3.11 −3.10 −3.36 −2.87 −2.87 −3.08 −3.40
ParamNet −2.12 −2.37 −2.39 −2.43 −2.15 −2.36 −2.39 −2.47 −2.25 −2.32 −2.36 −2.40
Table 2: Log-regret averaged over time across several target functions and 20 repetitions in each benchmark family. ”DEF” refers to the
default setting, ”LOFO” to a leave-one-function-out setting within one family, ”ALL” to tuning on all functions within a family jointly, and
”IND” to tuning each function independently. We note that only in the ”LOFO” the optimized BO configuration has to generalize to new
functions. setting We highlight results which perform significantly better than the default setting across the target functions using a paired,
one-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test with a significance level of 0.05.
configuration to the ParamNet functions. This is quite sur-
prising because intuitively we expected that tuning on func-
tions from the same family leads to the best results.
5.5 Q4: Most Important Hyperparameters
To provide more insights which hyperparameters should ac-
tually be tuned, we ran an ablation study [Fawcett and Hoos,
2016]. Starting from the default hyperparameter configura-
tion and moving towards the best found configuration, this
analysis iterates several times over all hyperparameters, and
in each iteration, it greedily changes the most important hy-
perparameters from the default to its optimized setting.
Figure 3 shows three exemplary results of this study on the
artificial functions. First, we note that not all of the tuned hy-
perparameters, but only a small set is important to improve
performance. For the artificial functions these were always
less than 6. Second, we observed that the important hyper-
parameters strongly depend on the used predictive model and
also somewhat on the tuned function family. For example,
for RFs, a smaller probability of interleaved random samples
(rand prob; default was 50%, now 16%), a transformation of
the observed function values (y trans) and a shift correction
of the incumbent value (par) were important. For GP-MAP
and GP-ML, the choice of the kernel (using a Mate´rn kernel
instead of a RBF kernel) and the bounds for the hyperpri-
ors of the length-scale (ls lower bound and ls upper bound)
were important.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
We believe that this work is an important first step towards hy-
perparameter optimization of Bayesian Optimization, show-
ing potential and limitations, and provides guidance which
hyperparameters have to be tuned. In all our experiments,
including three different predictive models on three different
function families, the clear conclusion was that hyperparam-
eter optimization is important and the default hyperparameter
configurations we derived from well known tools leave ample
room for improvement.
We showed that hyperparameter optimization of Bayesian
Optimization is in fact possible in a leave-one-function-out
manner, indicating that hyperparameter optimization can be
jointly conducted on similar functions and applied to new
functions from the same family. Even tuning on a differ-
ent family of functions often worked surprisingly well, but
it also comes with some risks. We expect that it is possible to
construct function families that are quite different such that
hyperparameter optimization will not generalize to new func-
tion families, e.g., the best BO setting for discrete functions
with many categorical hyperparameters will most likely not
resemble those for continuous, low-dimensional functions. In
future work, we will study under which characteristics of the
functions this generalization to new functions will fail.
Although our results show the importance of tuning the
hyperparameters of Bayesian Optimization, our empirical
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RF GP-ML GP-MAP
artificial −0.95 −0.79 −0.91 −2.50 −2.65 −2.10∗ −2.43 −2.19∗ −2.40∗
SVM −2.62∗ −2.73 −2.54∗ −3.01 −3.11 −2.93 −2.76∗ −2.87 −3.06
ParamNet −2.30 −2.27 −2.37 −2.35 −2.32 −2.36 −2.37 −2.34 −2.32
Table 3: Log-regret averaged over time for the out-of-family setting. The columns refer to the function family used for the meta-optimization
and the rows refer to the family the best configuration was applied to. Thus, we compare the numbers in each row. The diagonal refers to the
setting where we tune in a leave-one-function-out setting and evaluate on the remaining function. Results are highlighted if the performance
is significantly worse than the diagonal using a paired, one-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test with a significance level of 0.05. We marked all
results with a star∗ if the performance is worse than the used default setting (as shown in Table 2).
Figure 3: Results of an ablation study for RF (top), GP-ML (middle) and GP-MAP (bottom) to show which hyperparameters had to be tuned
to achieve better performance on the artificial functions. An improvement of 0.0 refers to the default performance and 1.0 to the performance
after tuning. Higher values are improvements over the configuration obtained during the tuning procedure. The x-axis shows at most 10
hyperparameter changes which were in all cases sufficient to identify the most important hyperparameters. We show the ablation path from
the default configuration to the best configuration found by tuning jointly on all functions from a family (corresponds to ”ALL” in Table 2).
study is based on assumptions that do not hold in most prac-
tical applications: (i) the optimum of the function is known
and (ii) the target-function is cheap-to-evaluate. Therefore,
in future work we will develop a practical approach, which
does not require these assumptions. Since Bayesian Opti-
mization is an iterative any-time algorithm, multi-fidelity op-
timization [Falkner et al., 2018] will be a promising direction.
Another idea for future work is to combine simulated func-
tion evaluations based on surrogate models with interleaved
real HPO function evaluations, following a recent combina-
tion of simulated function evaluations and physical experi-
ments [Marco et al., 2017].
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